The molecular environment is known to impact the secondary and tertiary structure of biomolecules, shifting the equilibrium between different conformational and oligomerization states. In the present study, the effect of solution additives and gas-phase modifiers on the molecular environment of two common heme proteins, bovine cytochrome c and equine myoglobin, is investigated as a function of the time after desolvation (e.g., 100 -500 ms) using trapped ion mobility spectrometry -mass spectrometry. Changes in the mobility profiles are observed depending on the starting solution composition (i.e., in aqueous solution at neutral pH or in the presence of organic content: methanol, acetone, or acetonitrile) depending on the protein. In the presence of gas-phase modifiers (i.e., N 2 containing methanol, acetone, or acetonitrile), a shift in the mobility profiles driven by the gas-modifier mass and size and changes in the relative abundances and number of IMS bands are observed. We attribute these changes in the mobility profiles in the presence of gas-phase modifiers to a clustering/declustering mechanism by which organic molecules adsorb to the protein ion surface and lower energetic barriers for interconversion between conformational states, thus redefining the free energy landscape and equilibria between conformers. These structural biology experiments open new avenues for manipulation and interrogation of biomolecules in the gasphase with the potential to emulate a large suite of solution conditions, ultimately including conditions that more accurately reflect a variety of intracellular environments.
Introduction
Ion mobility spectrometry combined with mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) has increasingly become a complementary or alternative research tool for investigating the conformational space of biomolecules -particularly proteins -under a variety of conditions 1 , including biologicallyrelevant conditions. For structural applications, IMS-MS studies commonly alter the solution (e.g. salt concentration, pH, temperature) to attempt to emulate a variety of intracellular conditions and sample the protein conformational space ("memory effect" wherein proteins retain a large degree of their solution structure in the gas-phase) 2 . Solvation of surface residues is an important determinant of protein structure due to charge interactions between surfaceexposed residues and nearby water molecules 3 ; as a result, protein molecular ions often experience alterations in their structure after desolvation 4 . For example, peptide structures can evolve over time in the gas-phase as indicated by changes in mobility profiles as a function of time 5 . This raises the question of whether it is possible to use bath gas modifiers to change the molecular environment of protein molecular ions during IMS experiments, potentially allowing us to emulate different cell conditions. As we have recently shown, trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) [6] [7] is particularly well-suited to this approach since ions can be trapped in the gas-phase and exposed to the modified bath gas for variable time periods, typically in the hundreds of milliseconds. In a recent study, we showed the influence of gas-phase modifiers on the conformational space of intrinsically disordered, DNA binding peptide ATHP3 (Lys-Arg-ProArg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Arg-Lys-Trp). 8 In this study, we use the volatile organic solvents methanol (MeOH), acetone, and acetonitrile (ACN) as solution additives and as gas-phase modifiers to investigate the conformational space of two common heme proteins -bovine cytochrome C (cyt C) and equine myoglobin (Mb) -using TIMS. Our approach differs from other experiments where gas modifiers are used to increase the analytical power of IMS-MS by increasing the size of the collision partner or inducing higher order multi-pole interactions 9 ; instead we intend to evaluate whether gas-phase modifiers have the potential to tailor the molecular environment of proteins in the gas-phase to emulate different cell conditions. Results showed that the addition of organic solvents to the starting protein solution can have diverse impacts depending on the protein and the organic solvent (i.e., denaturing or not denaturing the protein). Exposure of protein ions to bath gas modifiers has different effects when compared to the solution additives, from altering the relative abundances of some conformations to creating entirely new IMS bands. This study is the first use of gas-phase modifiers in the TIMS instrument to tune the molecular environment and alter the conformational space of protein molecular ions in the gas-phase.
Methods and Materials
Sample preparation Equine Mb and bovine cyt C (Table S1 ) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich in lyophilized form and dissolved in Type 1 Ultrapure water. Proteins were exchanged into 10 mM ammonium acetate solution at pH 6.7 immediately before analysis using centrifugal filter units (Amicon Ultra) with a 3 kDa MWCO and diluted to a final concentration of 15 µM.
Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry -Mass Spectrometry Analysis
An overview of the TIMS instrument and its operating principles can be found elsewhere (see Figure S1 ) 6, [10] [11] . In TIMS-MS operation, ions are held stationary against a flow of bath gas by a variable electric field applied along the length of the TIMS tunnel, resulting in ions being simultaneously trapped at different axial positions according to their mobility. The voltage of the tunnel is then ramped to elute ions from the TIMS analyzer, after which they are mass analyzed and detected by a maXis impact Q-TOF MS (Bruker Daltonics Inc, Billerica, MA). Deflector, capillary, and entrance funnel voltage of the TIMS instrument are selected to avoid ion heating/activation prior to TIMS analysis. [12] [13] The reduced mobility of an ion (K 0 ) in the TIMS cell is described by:
where v g and E are the gas velocity and applied electric field. Protein sample solutions were directly infused into the inlet of the TIMS instrument via nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI) using laser pulled capillary nESI emitters. HPLC-grade solvents were obtained from Fisher Scientific and used as solution additives and gas-phase modifiers. Solvents were added to sample solutions prior to TIMS-MS analysis. Gas-phase modifiers were added to the TIMS cell by nebulization with the bath gas flow. The gas velocity was kept constant regardless of the bath gas composition. TIMS-MS spectra were analyzed 
Results and Discussion
Mass spectra show a narrow distribution of charge states -+5 to +8 for cyt C and +6 to +9 for Mb under neutral conditions (pH = 6.9). Notice that, for a solution pH change between from 5.0 to 7.0, the average charge state in solution (determined using PROPKA3 14 with 2B4Z
and 4DC8 reported crystal structures for cyt C 15 and Mb 16 , respectively) varies from ~12 to ~8
for cyt C and ~9 to ~1 for Mb, indicating that a variety of charge states are accessible in solution between mildly acidic and neutral pH conditions. In most cases, minor differences in the charge state distribution during TIMS-MS were observed for cyt C and Mb as a function of the starting solvent conditions; moreover, a wide charge state distribution was observed in the presence of 50% organic content in the starting solution in the case of Mb in the presence of 50% ACN (Figure1). Charge state distributions for cyt C and Mb under all solution and modifier conditions are shown in Figure S2 . Changes in the total and charge state-derived mobility profiles were studied as a function of the solution starting condition, bath gas composition, and time after desolvation (Figures 2 and 3) . The mobility profiles for the low charge states (i.e., +5 -+6 for Cyt C and +7 -+8 for Cyt C) showed a single mobility band, characteristic of native-like solution states that were kinetically trapped during the evaporative cooling of the nESI process, regardless of the starting solvent condition, bath gas composition and time after desolvation. At higher charge states we observe a distribution of unfolding intermediates and fully-unfolded protein, identical to previous ion mobility studies of heme proteins. Changes in the mobility profiles of cyt C and Mb are observed using gas-phase modifiers, which are significantly different from those caused by solution additives (Figure 2 , ACN 20 and acetone 21 , respectively (Table S3) .
Mobility profiles of cyt C show increased relative abundance for lower-mobility bands in the presence of modifiers, particularly for the +6 -+7 charge states of cyt C and the +7 -+8 charge states of Mb. ACN modifier has a particularly strong impact on the +7 charge state of cyt C, greatly increasing the abundance of the two highest mobility bands which are only weakly observed without the modifier and whose abundance does not increase in the presence of 50% ACN, showing that conformational changes (as reflected by mobility profiles) can be distinct when comparing between exposure of the protein to the organic solvent in the solution-phase or gas-phase.
The changes in the mobility profile observed for cyt C and Mb in the presence of gasphase modifiers suggests that the protein molecular ions are clustering with the modifier gas molecules while trapped in the TIMS cell. It is known that transient ionic clusters can be formed from modifiers in the bath gas/drift gas and analyte ions generated by electrospray ionization 22 .
The nature of the gas-phase modifiers suggests that the main interactions which stabilize sitespecific modifier adsorption and cluster formation are based on ion-dipole or dipole-dipole interactions between the modifier and ionized or polar amino acid residues exposed on the protein surface. All gas-phase modifiers used in this study have dipole moments similar to or higher than that of water (i.e., 1.70 D for MeOH, 3.92 D for ACN and 2.69 D for acetone), favoring clustering in the gas-phase. In addition, acetone and ACN have the potential to form stronger ionic interactions than water or MeOH with amino acid residues due to their higher polarity. This hypothesis is in good agreement with previous reports of small peptide clustering in the gas-phase based on a the Langmuir adsorption model 23 and cluster ion formation during transversal modulation ion mobility [23] [24] and differential mobility spectrometry 25 .
A simplified model based on the transient adsorption of the gas-phase modifiers to the protein molecular ion surface is proposed to explain the changes in the mobility profiles ( Figure   4 ). That is, transient adsorption leads to the observed differences of mobility profiles through disruption of intramolecular contacts, that allows for changes in the energy landscape of the protein favoring a new equilibrium across conformers. Previous studies have shown that upon desolvation, most of the native hydrogen bonds (including those which stabilize secondary structural elements) are maintained and intramolecular contacts are increased overall due to the formation of salt bridges between charged residues on the protein surface [26] [27] . Depending on the charge state and protein molecular ion conformation, different reaction pathways can become energetically favorable upon clustering. For example, adsorption of modifiers to charged residues on the protein surface may disrupt surface intramolecular contacts by providing an electrostatic screening effect; this has been observed in the solution-phase 28 and
analogously can be an important determinant of gas-phase protein molecular ion structure. The adsorption of gas-phase modifiers induces a molecular microenvironment at the individual residue level which is more akin to the solution-phase where solvent-exposed residues are solvated by polar molecules which form a solvation shell. This change in molecular environment correlates with differences in relative permittivity at 25 °C between nitrogen gas (~1.0) and the gas-phase modifiers (i.e., 32.7 for methanol 29 , 37.5 for acetonitrile 30 , and 20.7 for acetone 31 ).
Despite these values being lower than that for water (78.4 32 ), residues with adsorbed modifier molecules experience a radically different local electrostatic environment compared to the absence of modifiers. While previous reports using cryogenic IMS have shown the advantages of attaching water molecules to peptides and small proteins as a way to preserve solution-like structures in the gas-phase, [33] [34] the proposed methodology based on TIMS is technically more feasible and opens new avenues for other gas-phase modifiers to reproduce biologicallyrelevant cell conditions. The main advantages of this approach, when compared to solution studies, are the simultaneous measurement of multiple conformational states and that protein precipitation is no longer a challenge.
Conclusion
In this study, we observe the impact of the starting solution conditions and the bath gas composition on the conformational space (i.e., mobility profiles) of two common heme proteins.
Experimental results showed the presence of memory effects of the starting solution composition on the mobility profiles. We attribute the changes in the number of IMS bands and relative abundances upon addition of gas-phase modifiers to a clustering/declustering mechanism that "solvates" the protein molecular ion through ion-dipole or dipole-dipole interactions, overcoming energetic barriers for conformational interconversion and altering the free energy landscape and equilibrium as a function of the gas-phase modifier. We predict that this process occurs through the solvation of charged residues on the surface of the protein molecular ion by polar modifier molecules which can disrupt intramolecular contacts formed in the gas-phase, as well as providing a charge screening effect. We observe that the addition of gas-phase modifiers to the TIMS bath gas is a completely novel methodology for altering the molecular environment of biomacromolecules in the gas-phase, expanding the possible applications of the trapped ion mobility platform to the study of protein ions in conditions that can emulate a large suite of cell conditions. Future studies will benefit greatly from a comprehensive mechanistic understanding of how clustering in the gas-phase impacts the conformational space of protein molecular ions, allowing investigators to fine-tune the molecular environment to achieve desired outcomes.
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